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ABSTRACT 
 
The normal method for analyzing technology is formulating many search queries to extract 

patent datasets and filter the data physically. The purpose of filtering the collected data is to 

remove noise to guarantee accurate information analysis. With the advancement in technology 

and machine learning, the work of physical analysis of the patent can be programmed so the 

system can remove noise depending on the results based on the previous data. Microsoft team 
generates a new artificial intelligence model that provides solutions on how individuals respond 

to speakers. Microsoft team, workplace, Facebook, and Google collected data from many active 

users hence developing artificial intelligence to minimize distracting background noise, barking 

and typing during the call. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Technology is evolving at a very high speed to make human life better. Microsoft is among the 

technologies implemented to make communication efficient and effective. Due to the high 
competition level in the industry, Microsoft has to identify strategies to help them remain 

competitive in the modern world. Microsoft developed new features after Google's Hangout 

Chats and Facebook's Workplace exceeded 44 million daily active users. Such features included 
raising a hand to indicate an individual has something to mention, offline and minimal-

bandwidth help to read chat texts and write replies even if the network is poor or unavailable. 

Additionally, the team developed a feature where chats would pop up at a different window. 

After all the improvements, a unique aspect still stood out, real-time noise suppression. Thus, 
Microsoft Team had to identify strategies through artificial intelligence to minimize the 

disturbing background noise when calling.   

 
Almost every individual has experienced distractive background noise when communicating via 

a call. In most cases, individuals ask the other person to mute or move to a calm place for 

communication to be effective [1]. Such noise is called real-time noise. The real-time noise 
dominance can filter out an individual typing on their keyboard when a meeting is in progress. 

Thus, filtering out individuals making noise or in a noisy environment will enhance effective 

communication for individuals who are serious about the meeting [2]. With the help of artificial 

intelligence, Microsoft Team will eliminate background noise in real-time so that individuals will 
listen to the voice only on the call.   

https://airccse.org/journal/ijci/Current2023.html
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According to Hubbard and Bailey (2018), the application of cooperation and video conferencing 
instruments has risen significantly since the coronavirus pandemic [3]. Microsoft is directing 

Teams as the remedies for businesses and consumers, a section of the Microsoft 365 subscription 

suite [4]. The Microsoft organization depends on machine-learning proficiency to ensure that 

artificial intelligence is among the significant differentiators. When attained, real-time noise 
suppression in homesteads and organizations will be a thing of the past, and communication will 

be more efficient and effective.   

 

 

 
Figure 1. Collection of data and training framework 

 

2. STATIONERY NOISES VS. NON-STATIONERY NOISES  
 
Communication technologies such as Skype, Microsoft Teams, and Skype Business have 

experienced noise distraction for a long time. Various communication instruments and video 

conferencing applications still experience noise suppression issues [5]. However, noise 

suppression only deals with stationery noises, such as the noise produced by a computer fan or 
an air conditioner in the background. Traditionally, noise suppression could be addressed by 

determining speech pauses, approximating the baseline noise, supposing that the progressive 

background noise remains constant, and filtering it out [6]. Microsoft Teams are working 
towards suppressing non-stationary noises, such as opening the door or a dog barking. This step 

will be achieved using machine learning, where a training set will be developed with multiple 

representative noises.   
 

Microsoft Teams have recently developed a training program to conduct further research on 

avoiding real-time noise when video calling. The training sets to be developed will have unique 

features because they will have special data sets to ensure specific noises are not filtered out [7]. 
The Noises to be left unfiltered include sound from musical instruments, real-time noise 

cancellation, singing, and laughing. The noises will be unfiltered because the Microsoft Team 

can't separate sounds from human voices. Thus, only distractive noises will be eliminated. 
Moreover, it is impossible to filter out some noises because undesirable noises appear in the gaps 

between the speech and overlay with the speech [8]. When an individual's noise and speech 

overlap, it isn't easy to distinguish between them. Thus, Microsoft Teams will train a neural 
network to differentiate between noise and speech using artificial intelligence.  
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3. PREPARE SPEECH IDENTIFICATION VS. NOISE CANCELLATION  
 
Aichner, a communications official in Microsoft Teams, tried to relate machine-learning 

approaches for noise cancellation with machine-learning methods for speech recognition. 

Aichner found that a massive corpus of consumers talking into the microphone for voice 

recognition should be recorded [9]. After recording, human beings should be requested to mark 
the voice information by recording what has been stated. Rather than mapping the microphone 

input into written words, individuals will attempt to change from noise to clear speech in noise 

cancellation. With such strategies, Microsoft Teams will train the model to comprehend the 
variation between speech and noise, and the model will learn to maintain the speech. In 

developing the training datasets, Microsoft Teams took thousands of dissimilar speakers with 

more than 100 forms of noise [10]. The team then integrated the noiseless clear speech with 

noise to feign a microphone signal. The training model is then fed with clear speech as the 
foundation of truth. The team enquires from the training model to abstract a pure signal and its 

features from noisy data. Therefore, the neural network is trained in supervised learning to 

identify the basic truth.   
 

According to Hinton et al. (2012), the primary truth is the speech in the microphone when 

recognizing speech [11]. In real-time cancellation, the primary truth speech should be free from 
noise. The Microsoft Team can effectively train its model by providing massive data sets for 

hundreds of hours of data. The model will learn to generalize and minimize noise using a clear 

speech even if the speech was not part of the training data.   
 

 
 

Figure 2. Real-time noise cancellation. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 
The Microsoft team used digital library web science, Scopus, and Google scholar to compile all 

the facts you need to know about how artificial intelligence is used to filter out background noise 

when video calling. The study used a search engine to find relevant results across various topics, 

matched keywords to maximize relevance in this database, and offered thorough up-to-date 
research.  

 

Furthermore, the information gathered was filtered, and the team was determined to obtain 
results from only the published papers in the last four years. The research also ensured that the 

paper's findings are relevant to modern technology using artificial intelligence to filter out 

barking, typing, and other noise from video calls in the Microsoft team [12]. During the research, 
the team ensured they examined the conclusion and the abstracts to filter the pertinent 

information to brief and make authors more confident with the research paper. The research is 

designed for a data project as part of the intelligence application in the Microsoft team in 

suppressing the noise [13]. The application of the machine learning model is used for predictive 
analyses, machine learning services, databases, and cloud systems for storing datasets and big 
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data clusters. Tools allow members to share the resources and create a consistent computing 
environment, not to validate and replicate the experiments.  

 

4.1. Challenges  
 

There are some challenges experienced by Microsoft Teams when relating the functionality with 

speech identification. Some challenges are that when matching speech recognition with 
functionality, some canceling sound noise becomes easily attainable, even if it takes place in 

realtime [14]. When developing noise suppression, it becomes difficult to get representative data 

groups to develop, minimize the model, and leverage machine learning proficiency.  

 

5. REPRESENTATIVE OF DATA  
 

Microsoft team spent a lot of their time understanding how to produce quality audio files that 

explain what happens throughout a typical call. The Microsoft team has a unique way of 
representation. For instance, male and female voices are represented using audiobooks. This 

enables the team because male and female voices differ in speech characteristics. Microsoft 

taped the information from YouTube, which clearly labeled and required the recording, for 

instance, music and typing [15]. The Microsoft team must combine the noise data and the speech 
using the synthesizer scripts, which consist of unlike, signal-to-noise ratios. The team will 

amplify the noise, producing or mimicking various accurate situations developed during the call. 

Conference calls and audiobooks are different depending on the outcomes. Artificial intelligence 
noise destruction mostly depends on machine learning, enabling the system to differentiate 

between noise and clean speech. The main idea is to train the machine learning model to work in 

all situations; therefore, it requires the diversification of the data, where the team must create a 
large dataset to ensure they achieve the diversity of the dataset [16]. The Microsoft team used the 

available data to collect specific information; this is done to ensure that the customers' privacy is 

maintained.  

 

6. CONFIDENTIALITY RESTRICTIONS  
 

Rosler (2018) states that the Aichner team has no authority to access customers' data; this is 

achieved because Microsoft has strict rules and guidelines that protect internal privacy [17]. The 
Aichner cannot use Microsoft team calls. A smallerscale effort is created to ensure that accurate 

recording with various speakers and devices. All these devices must be tested to ensure they 

work before the recording starts. This is done using a convinced training set to the test set to 

provide the intended results [18]. The participants can only see and follow the conversation when 
they join the meeting. When individuals are dismissed from the ongoing meeting, they will 

instantly stop receiving chat massagers; therefore, no need to remove the participant from the 

group. Also, no evidence was left; for instance, there was no history of the meeting.  
 

7. CLOUD AND EDGE   
 

Cloud and edge are figuring out to establish the neural network. By bringing in more devices and 

systems, the intelligent edge can collect more data, process it, and make it accessible to end 
users. The information is delivered by responsive and contextually updated apps [19]. 

Combining the huge computing power of the cloud with gradually connected technologies leads 

to possibilities, which are multi-device virtually limitless data and the growing number of 
multisensory.   
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Table 1. Collaborative cloud-edge computing framework  

 

Cloud  Edge Side  

Edge Node Configuration  Optimal Task Scheme  

Collaborative Cloud-edge 

Learning  

Cloud Dormancy 

Mechanism  

 

Most machine learning activities are done in the cloud; for instance, in voice recognition, when 
an individual uses a microphone, that voice is sent to the cloud [20]. The cloud contains large 

calculations that can run this voice and recognize the speech in real-time communication. The 

authors used the machine learning model to narrow the voices to fit clients.  
 

8. PUSH TREATMENT TO THE EDGE  
 

Push treatment to edge prefers the machine learning model to be live on edge and not in the 

cloud since the Microsoft team is trying to limit the number of users on the server. The server 
plays a crucial role in video signal packets sent straight between the two members [21]. 

Microsoft is responsible for keeping their servers from becoming overcrowded, determining the 

cost of each connection, and supplying extra network on the delay by creating a more efficient 
edge from the latency perspective when the image is set up for group calls through their service. 

The transfer of documents is costless since it only requires a cell phone, personal computer, or 

laptop to deliver the message to the endpoint; this is achieved when the central processing unit is 

not overloaded [22]. All this processing equipment should be taken care of; for instance, the 
battery life should be checked to ensure no fault is committed and progress continues without 

interference.  

 

9. DOWNLOAD SIZE AND SUSTAINABILITY  
 

The Microsoft team considers future progression in this section since machine learning work 

continues daily. The Microsoft team is developing a flexible system for future adjustment [23]. 

Since the industry is trying to invest in noise cancellation after figuring out the first release as 
much as possible, the team will be looking for a new and better model system; the team should 

develop a model that affects the client's size. The Microsoft team is needed to develop an app 

that can be accommodated on a phone, laptop, or desktop [24].  
 

The app should occupy less space and can be transferred quickly among users. This provides 

future modifications for the app and system into different models.  
 

10.  MACHINE LEARNING EXPERT  
 

All the processes cannot go on if the machine learning expertise is equipped; thus, the expertise 

should understand the purpose of the data collected and the sure models to use. The world 
consists of numerous model centers with much audio expertise [25]. Data should be open source 

to allow improvements. Technology allows employees to think outside the box in developing 

various solutions to tackle challenges facing the current models [26]. Machine learning expertise 
seeks knowledge from people, not from the collected data alone.   

 

According to Yang and Meals (2014), noise suppression exists in the skype Microsoft team [27]. 

Skype for the business app, communication tools, and video conferencing app contains noise 
suppression. These are categorized under stationary noise, for example, the air conditioner and 
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computer fan [28]. The old noise suppression method considers the baseline estimate of the noise 
and the speech pause and assumes that the continuous background for the noise does not change, 

enabling filtering it out.  

 

Using artificial intelligence, the Microsoft team indicated that speech pauses could never be 
estimated. Therefore, using machine learning techniques to train the algorithms to detect various 

issues effectively, the bark is built in different forms of concepts [29]. Technology has led to the 

Creation of awareness that most people should be ready to copy. Connected devices have 
communicated more easily since the use of mobile phones. The introduction of real-time 

background artificial intelligence noise suppression to the Microsoft team has boosted 

communication because the new system can suppress unwanted noise like slamming doors, 
shuffling papers, and barking dogs [30]. Artificial intelligence base noise suppression has a 

unique way of working.  

 

The Creation of a large dataset ensures the achievement of data diversity. To achieve a clean 
speech, balancing female and male speech should prioritize collecting data from more than ten 

languages [31]. The languages include tonal languages to endure the model does not change the 

statement's meaning through distortion of the tone of words. Machine learning is also trained to 
differentiate the suppressed emotions in clean speech, such as crying and laughing [32]. The 

environment in which an individual joins the meeting is very important for the speech signal. For 

the model to capture the diversity, it is being trained several times in different room 
environments.  

 

The deep learning models should have a strong, powerful training infrastructure and Microsoft 

Azure to give the team a wider view to developing a more improved version of the machine 
learning model. Extraction of information from the noise needs to be done so that the human ear 

will perceive it as its original form [33]. The artificial intelligence noise can eliminate unwanted 

noise automatically during the meeting. Artificial intelligence-based noise suppression can 
update the existing model to control the noise they want. New highsetting users are available in 

the Microsoft team that can suppress more background noise. Artificial intelligence noise 

clampdown is recorded as in development on Microsoft. The artificial intelligence-based noise 

suppressor is modified by analyzing a specific audio feed in the Microsoft teams and using a 
train deep neural network that can filter the collected noise and keep the only speech signal. The 

system will be rolled out to the desktop, iOS, and Android. Suppressing background noise is an 

option inside Zoom's noise cancellation function, which is used in modern video conferences. 
The user can set the volume to very loud or very low. IOS and Android users may use Google's 

noise cancellation feature to block out distracting ambient noises, including door slamming, 

typing, pen clicking, dog barking, and more [34]. Using artificial intelligence, the presenters can 
now customize how the content shows up for meeting the members. Microsoft provides more 

active viewing content knowledge.  

 

Dork et al. (2012) state that the presenters can overlay their content and videos; this can happen 
by allowing the presenters to move the content or video to the corner of the screen videos [35]. 

Artificial intelligence enables users to be monitored wherever they are, for instance, to notify 

other members that a particular user is unavailable in the office [36]. The feature unavailability 
status can display anytime it reaches out via chat.   

 

Data mining combines various methods, database management, statistics, data visualization, and 
machine learning. Complex issues can be handled with these methods [37]. For a transaction 

including various data conditions, types of data, and mining tasks, software or schemes for data 

mining may employ one or more of these methods. Classification attempts to anticipate the target 

class for each data example correctly. The prediction model using the regression method and 
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numerical targets is not a classified algorithm. Data mining is a large data search process for 
searching patterns that cannot be found using simple analysis techniques [38]. Data mining has 

several types: illustrating, text, social media, web, audio, and video.  

 

A summary of the most critical findings from each pattern model has started to be included by 
researchers due to changes in the cyber threat landscape. This model aimed to account for social 

attacks as they occurred and adapt to the new genesis norms because social attacks like social 

engineering are on the rise due to outside factors. The paradigm for spotting security flaws and 
social engineering in modern web apps has been rethought, and it involves launching a 

fundamental attack on an online application [39]. System intrusions provide evidence of 

sophisticated attacks, spurring an investigation into the best way to allocate resources to counter 
future attempts [40]. Various technological and human errors can cause unintentional changes to 

sensitive data. In contrast, exploitation of additional benefits resulted in a lower rate of security 

breaches, and misuse of privilege results in the illegal or malicious use of legitimate privileges. 

Data loss is plausible when an asset is lost, stolen, or both [41]. However, people are losing their 
electronic equipment more frequently now than they were previously. The company should 

create a probability-based contingency plan due to the difficulties in identifying and forecasting 

denial of service assaults. Everything else, which includes all occurrences that nicely fit into 
other patterns, is included in addition to the environmental breach.  

 

Compromise data, which refers to information hacked recently, is one of the most common 
categories. Stealing user credentials gives hackers access to the system and private information 

[42]. Cybercriminals are also interested in finding out personally identifying information about 

people.  

 
Credentials, individual and business data, money and medical information, and financial and 

financial information are frequently exposed in security breaches and afterward used by other 

fraudsters. They draw fraudsters due to the potential value of the information they hold; this 
location necessitates close monitoring and security [43]. Data breaches may result from several 

factors, including lax access control, the use of shared credentials, improperly configured cloud 

storage, unsecured apps, excessive access privileges, and a lack of technical knowledge.  

 
Any industry, regardless of specialty, is susceptible to cyberattacks. Understanding how these 

activities typically play out is crucial for effective defense because the hospitality and food 

services industries are particularly vulnerable to hacking, social engineering, and malware 
attacks. The main threat to this company is from outsiders with financial interests. This market 

relies heavily on the creative sectors, including ransomware, phishing, and password theft. 

Compared to the highest event level, threat actors motivated by financial gain are responsible for 
the lowest rate of data breaches [44]. A potential threat to educational institutions is social 

engineering, which may take the form of pretexting. System faults and intrusions, both natural 

and created, are covered by the study of external agents [45]. Credential stuffing and ransomware 

assaults are two often used strategies by outside parties to influence the financial and insurance 
industries. Data breaches in this sector are most frequently caused by insiders using methods like 

social engineering and straightforward online application attacks.  

 
The Microsoft teams contribute to the empowerment of the enterprises such as engineering, 

marketing, and finance. Microsoft team streamlines common communication, empowering the 

users with an automated provision that can provide a clear step to resolve the problem without 
needing the experts [46]. Artificial intelligence provides the Microsoft team with a common and 

familiar interface to contact and consume the power of cognitive services easily. Microsoft 

services include facial and image recognition to develop artificial intelligence tools [47]. The 

tools enable users to learn the process by themselves, unlike the previous where the companies 
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used to develop cognitive services could be developed from anywhere by developing a business 
vision, involving the information technology experts, and getting approval for the budget. The 

process was consuming more time which delayed the innovation.  

 

Artificial intelligence technologies help the user find the right information presented in the right 
place to solve a specific task [48]. The technology's use helps reduce frustration by enabling the 

team to access the right information document. During the assembly, the artificial intelligence 

tool could automatically present and identify the relevant additional information and their 
sources, such as videos, documents, and links, depending on the keyword and topic presented. 

Artificial intelligence models can make specific notes and assign tasks [49]. After the meeting, 

artificial intelligence can monitor the assigned task, summarize the content, and monitor the 
deadlines, making it more important for people to access the information depending on the topics 

[50]. Digital associated with an informal interface enhances unified team collaboration and 

communication capabilities enabling workers to use voice control to send instant messages and 

make calls. The tool is productive since it enables team workers to create better business 
outcomes and reduces frustration.  

 

11.  RESULTS  
 
This research shows that artificial intelligence can filter out barking, typing, and other noise from 

video calls in Microsoft Teams. The use of machine learning can help in noise cancellation as it 

can differentiate between speech and noise, as well as identify and filter out undesirable noises. 

Additionally, a training program can help create a training set with multiple representative 
noises. The deep learning models require a powerful training infrastructure and Microsoft Azure 

to give the team a wider view to developing a more improved version of the machine learning 

model. AI technologies can help users find the right information presented in the right place to 
solve a specific task. Additionally, AI can make specific notes and assign tasks after the meeting, 

monitor the assigned task, summarize the content, and monitor the deadlines. AI has the potential 

to make video calls more efficient and productive and reduce frustration.  
 

12.  RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

This report recommends identifying the representative set that computers and people in various 

applications can use. The representative set consists of selective models from the subset of the 
original dataset whose function is to capture more important information more efficiently from 

the data sets. Being innovative with the office layout is an appropriate way to filter barking, 

typing, and noise; for example, desks and systems in groups help compartmentalize barking and 
noise and use sound-friendly furniture. This report finds the use of acoustic wall panels essential 

for noise filtering. In any building, they should use sound-absorbing walls, which effectively 

combat noise. Improve insulation by using materials that are effective in sound reduction. 

Unforgiving floor surfaces such as porcelain, ceramic, and concrete contribute to massive noise, 
while the carpet is the best solution for noise reduction. Also, LVT flooring is the alternative for 

easy maintenance and selection of design options that boost sound absorption.  

 

13.  CONCLUSIONS  
 

Separating the signal from the noise is important to the dataset because it improves performance; 

for instance, overfitting affects machine learning. The algorithm can consume noise as a pattern 

and then generalize it; hence it is important to cancel noisy data from the signal. The occurrences 
of noisy data in the Microsoft team can impact meaningful information. Noisy data can lead to a 

decrease in classification accuracy or poor results. Many identification techniques can be 
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assembled, but only one can work efficiently. Polishing techniques improve classification 
accuracy compared to robust and filtering techniques, although they contribute to some datasets 

and Microsoft errors. The Microsoft team offers solution support services and verifies the 

computer system, facilitating the cloud-based solution and sharing the information using the 

computing resources. Using artificial intelligence enables solving noise, barking, and typing 
problems due to its efficiency and the cab's mode to detect some signals.  
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